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Lean Summary Primer 
 
What is Lean? 
Simply, lean means creating more value for customers with fewer resources. A lean organization understands customer value 
and focuses its key processes to continuously increase it. The ultimate goal is to provide perfect value to the customer 
through a perfect value creation process that has zero waste. 
 

To accomplish this, lean thinking changes the focus of management from optimizing separate technologies, assets, and 
vertical departments to optimizing the flow of products and services through entire value streams that flow horizontally 
across technologies, assets, and departments to customers. 
 

Eliminating waste along entire value streams, instead of at isolated points, creates processes that need less human effort, less 
space, less capital, and less time to make products and services at far less costs and with much fewer defects, compared with 
traditional business systems.  
 
This video provides the general principles of Lean in a real world example. Worth watching, time 6:21. 
 
 
What is Theory of Constraints? 
The Theory of Constraints is a methodology for identifying the most important limiting factor (i.e. constraint) that stands in 
the way of achieving a goal and then systematically improving that constraint until it is no longer the limiting factor. The 
constraint is often referred to as a bottleneck. 
 

The Theory of Constraints takes a scientific approach to improvement. It hypothesizes that every complex system, including 
manufacturing processes, consists of multiple linked activities, one of which acts as a constraint upon the entire system (i.e. 
the constraint activity is the “weakest link in the chain”). 
 

A successful Theory of Constraints implementation will have the following benefits: 
- Increased efficiency (the primary goal of TOC for most companies) 
- Fast improvement (a result of focusing all attention on one critical area – the system constraint) 
- Improved capacity (optimizing the constraint enables more product to be manufactured) 
- Reduced lead times (optimizing the constraint results in smoother and faster product flow) 
- Reduced inventory (eliminating bottlenecks means there will be less work-in-process) 

 
 
Timeline of Lean Events 
- March 29: The Joint Committee on Appropriations (JCA) discussed a formalized letter of intent (LOI) to BIT regarding 

moving forward with a Lean study. Draft LOI, which was discussed but not approved.  
- June 24: The Interim JCA discussed BIT and the needs of doing an audit or lean review. Memo letter to BIT. 
- July 5: BIT staff met with Becky Degen (SDSU) and Ally Shepardson (Daktronics), further referred as in-state Lean 

partners, to discuss support for implementing Lean principles/methodology within BIT. 
- July 13: Executive Board (E-Board) meeting requests the JCA use whatever legal means necessary to identify an 

appropriate contract, at which point, if the contract met the objective, the E-Board would be willing to authorize funding 
not to exceed $200,000. E-Board letter to JCA.  

- July 22: Interim JCA sets deadline for RFP and contract to E-Board. BIT Report to JCA on July 22.  
- July 28: Lean RFP posted to state website with a submission deadline of August 19. 
- August 20-25: Lean proposals reviewed and selection by BIT, LRC and in-state Lean partners. LRC Staff Update. 
- August 29: Contract presented to E-Board for approval. E-Board approves ReEngine contract for Lean RFP.  
- August 31: BIT hosted a Lean concepts training event utilizing in-state partners.  
- September 9: ReEngine Consulting signs six-month contract at a cost not to exceed $145,960. 
- October 17-21: ReEngine provides training focused on Lean, Six Sigma and the Theory of Constraints. 
- November: ReEngine and BIT begin work on identifying processes for improvement and begin process improvement 

number one.   
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KtTQff7Uf_w&list=PL3pjOtWllLvKMPKwIFDOaM1mmTGrXhCLt
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ar8xVPTk2ptqg2OLH9nctnQlN2wa
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ar8xVPTk2ptqg2QYjg8mLFqtMXkn
http://www.sdlegislature.gov/docs/interim/2016/documents/APP07-22-16EBoardLeanMemo7-13-16.pdf
http://www.sdlegislature.gov/docs/interim/2016/documents/APP07-22-16LeanReportForJCA.pdf
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ar8xVPTk2ptqg2WiXGSho-0PbATP

